Frances’ Taj Mahal 2004
Quarried near Beijing China

Base Stone
Base on Lathe
Rough Sphere
Semi-Smooth Sphere
Sphere on Lathe in China
First Polish
Finish Polish
Masking
Cutting Mask
Sand Blasting China
Removing Mask to Check Sweden Coast Line
Finished Sand Blasting in China
How to Lift a Sphere?
Lifting Sphere with Cloth Webbing
Packaging for Shipping from China
Two Fork Lifts
On the Way to the Port
Atchison's Kentucky Monument Service
Henry Clay 1852 V. P., Orator, & Statesman
Joined Tree Trunks Has Served as Monument Till Now
Tree Even Provides Shade
Five Foot Diameter Foundation
Removing Metal Cage From Base
Lifting 5200 Pounds Base From Truck
Lifting Sphere in Cage
Lifting Sphere From Truck, Base Waiting
Removing Metal Cage From Sphere With Torch
Adjusting Rigging
Cautiously Lifting Sphere
Positioning On Base
Positioning Pacific Area
Globe 5 foot in Diameter,

Base 2 feet tall

Weight ~ 9 Ton

Mr. Franklin, Manufacturer & Contractor
Mr. Franklin Inspecting For Perfection

Mr. Franklin Proud Of The Job

Total Weight 17,700 Pounds
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The World was their Classroom
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Results of Sandblasting
Did they Spell it Right???
The Americas Made It
But New England is Melting
Country from Where it All Started
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FRANCES JOANNA NUNNELLEY
OCKERMAN
MAY 11 1932  JUL 28 1987